"The proletariat
of the oppressing nations •••
/must expose7 the hypocrisy
df the refonnist and Kauskyah advocates of self~detennination
who-maint~ silence
about the hations which are oppressed by 'their' nation ancl forcibly retairled
within 'their'
state. • . .
0
Tile So\:iaiists of the oppressed nations, on the othei- hand, must particularly
fight
~ maintain complete absolute unity (also organizational)
between
the workers of the oppressed nation and the workers of the oppressing nation •.•
for the bourgeoisie of the oppressed nation always converts the slogan of national
liberation into a means for deceiving the workers. . . . " (V. I. Lenin, "The Socialist
Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-Detennination",
p. 8

for

The tmity of the united front is established on a progranunatic basis.
The
concrete proposal here is first to continue the Coalition to Rename Porteus Hall
on the basis of tmity of renaming Porteus Hall. Second, we should fonn another
tmited front organization, hopefully with the participation
of many within the
Porteus C,,alition, to fight the class and national oppression inherent in the
educational system as reflected in tuition increases, budget ruts, selective
adnissions, etc. Opposed here is the idea of establishing a "Coalition Against
Racism", the apparent lDlity of which would be the incorrect ideological basis of
"fighting racism" (as reflected in such documents as the "liberal" Kerner Report
which similarly "explains" national oppression as a result of ''white racisr.,.-"
However, whatever the programmatic unity of the united front, different lines
will inevitably develop as to how to explain and defend and how to build the mass
struggle arotmd the program. Communists and progressives must fight within the
muted front for the leadership of the correct line, the line of the working class,
on these questions, for only this can lead the peoples' struggles to victory.
This paper is primarily concerned with what the ocrrect line to be upheld by
comm.mists and other progressives is or should be rather than with the specific
level of l.Dlity of the united front an a programnatic basis.
Two Lines in the Porteus Coalition

Th.ere are two general orientations or lines which have developed within the
Coalition to Rename Porteus Hall (CRPH). Although many of us have united with
aspects of both lines at different times, drawing a clear distinction
between the
two will aid us in developing a clear line to guide our work. In general, the two
lines are:
Line A: Build the struggle against Porteus through the CRm to expose racism
as a tool of the ruling class (the capitalists
and their state, ·including the BOR)
to divide the workers' and peoples' struggles and to justify national oppression.
Link up Porteus struggle with other student struggles (e.g., tuition) as part of
a Wlited front against the capitalists
and their system of imperialism.
Line B: Fonn a "Coali ti.on Against Racism." Build on "national consciousness"
first,
so as to draw out locals and Wlite with the "national bourgeoisie", raise
the class issue, i.e., tmite with people's subjective anaiysis that their contradictions basically stem from national oppression and racism.
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Results of Line B
Although the understanding of tho necessity to make a class analysis of racism
has grown with our work and been reflected to an extent in our leaflets, line B
has had the following effects on our work:
1) A tendency to portray the fundamental contradiction as being "locals vs.
haoles", as in the neWsletter: 11 Racism refers to all those social ideas that
develop or aid the exploitation of one race over another," and Porteus contributed
"to the effectiveness of racist policies, all of which caused much harship and
misery to Hawaii's non-white people."

2) A tendency to pose the enemy as being "racism" or 11racists 11 as in "We
must have a public hearing to expose racist ideas:'' Racist ideas and policies will
be used to exploit and oppress people" and attacking Porteus only because he was a
racist.
3) A tendency to rely on the supposed 11national bourgeoisie, n specifically the
locals on the BOR. This was expressed in early views that the BORcould be "won
over," that we "weren't ready" to go to the BOR½ecause we hadn't "done enough
research" to refute all arguments and in taking the camnent of a BORmemberas to our
"good conduct" as a compliment and replying that we had no desire for "confrontation."
Also a tendency to rely on *'channels," such as the suggestion to go to the legislature to get a public hearing fr cm the BOR. In general, refo1mism,
4) The proposal for a "Coalition Against Racism".
lYhy Line B Is Incorrect.

To m1dersta11dwhy these tendencies are incorrect and must be consciously
rooted out of our work we must consider why we are building a struggle to rename
Porteus Hall. Is it because the naming of the hall oppresses people and a victory
will prevent that oppression? No, the _renandng of the hall will be symbolic at
best. We take up the issue to build the stTugglP., consciousness and organization
of the people against national oppression and the system which causes it. To do
this we ourselves must have some understanding of these things.
(Points 1-4 below
respond and correspond to points 1- 4 above.)
1) Racism is an ideol c,zy, the objective function of which is not to "develop
or aid the exploitatlon of one race over another" but to develop and aid the
· '· ·- exploitation of the working class and petty bourgeoisie of all races by the ruling
monopoly capitalist class by means of dividing t.~e peoples' struggles along racial
lines and justifying the supor-cxploltation of the national minorities.
Racism
does not 11 cause•i national oppression (e.g.• discrimination, police repression,
etc.), rather, national oppression gives rise to racism as an "explanatory" or
"justifying u ideology. Similarly , racists do not "cause' 1 national oppression.
The cause of national oppression and racism lies with the capitalist class and
their imperialist system. This is not a "policy" of the capitalists but a
necessity tmder their system. Capitalists must discriminate against national
minorities, if the material conditions allow them to be paid a lower wage, etc.,
just as womenand youth are discriminated against, so as to meet the competition
of other capitalists driving dcwn labor costs by si milar methods of the highest
rate of profit.
Similarly, they must use racial and other possible divisions if
they are to split and contain the peoples' struggles against them.

2) "Racists" who aren't capitalists
don't exploit people. Only capitalists
exploit people. Rather, the ideology of racism, which is capitalist
or bourgeois
ideology, aids the capitalists
in the preservation of their system of exploitation.
Workers and most petty bourgeoisie who harbor racist ideas (and how many of us
are entirely free of racism?) can be won over by showing them that racism serves
the interests of the capitalists
and only the capitalists.
A-1y tendency to make
"racists 11 the enemy (as in the "liberal" Kerner Report which lamed national oppression
on "white 1-acism") ratlier than ~e capitalists
must be fought. We oppose Porteus
not just because he was a "racist" but because hP ,.,as an intellectual
agent of the
bourgeoisie, which is demonstra.1:ed by his r ...r:ism, by other ideas he set fotward
and by his many ties with the ruling class (which we have yet to expose); and
because his name is being used by t.~e bourgeoisie to make racism respectable.
3) For all of these reasons, we must rely upon the independent struggle of
the masses of working people and of the petty bourgeoisie (in this case
primarily students} of all nationalities
and clearly point out the enemy:the
capitalist
class and its agents, including the DORand Matsuda. We must not
"unite" with these people to "win them ov0r," we must expnse them for who they are
and whom they s~rve. While some or these people may be forced to granting
''concessions" to the peoples' movement they are enemies of the people, because
they do so not to strengthen the peoples' movement but to coopt it.
'
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4) l'lhat of the idea for a Coaliticn A~ainst Racism?
i~a is co~ect
insofar as it sees the need to expand our struggle beyond the narrow and
symbolic issue of Porteus Hall and link up with other struggles.
But the central
question is how to do this.
Partisans of the Coalition Against Racism claim that posing the question in
tenns of "national consciousness" will draw in the "national bourgeoisie" and
locals generally, afte-r which the class issue can be raised "later."
Yet we
were somewhat at a loss as to who to invite to join this prospective coalition
and around what issues.
Relying on "national ::ousciousne:;s" will in fact draw in more easily those
very few students who are in fact from the national bourgeoisie and ~,en the upper
petty bourgeoisie, because the "national conscd.cusness" which focus the peoples'
fight against "r acism'' and for equality in the bourgeois democratic context is
in fact t~e natural ideology of the national bourgeoisie, the ideology of narrow
nationalism and refonnism.
But even in tha colonies, the movement of the oppressed nationalities
cannot
rely on the ideology of the national !Jourgeoisie but trust base itself upon the
workers and lower petty bourgeoisie of ,:he oppressed nationalities.
This is all
the more true in the U.S., where national democratic (bourgeois denocratic) tasks
are in the main completed. The oppressed nationalities
of working class or lower
petty bourgeois origin, who are t.lie majority of the students, even at the UH, and
especially in cornm-nity colleges and most high schools, require, not abstract
struggles against "racism" but a movement against the material national and class
oppression which t~ey face, espc=ially with the growth of the economic crisis.
The most important lever of both national and class oppression within the
educational system itself is the "tracking system", the structure of rising
costs, discriminatory funding, culturally biased tests and the like which
discriminate against both national minor i ties and students of working class or
even lower petty bourgeois •_origin. But the struggle against this in the form of
the struggle against tuition hikes, and budget cuts, for open admissions, etc.
_cannot be built as a purely "local" f ight, as a "fight against racism" but must
be built as a class fight in which the added oppression cf national minorities is
clearly -brought out. It must be uilt as a class fight to expose how the capitalists
use the educational system to discriminate against and divide the multinational
working class and to justify c:'..
ass divisions in society through the ideology of
"meritocracy."
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The honest elements among the national bot.n'geoisie and upper petty bourgeoisie
can and will be won to this united front. But they must be won to the united
front under the leadership of the multinational owrking class, not under the
nar1"9.W
nationalist leadership of the national bourgeoisie. To do otherwise, to
conf inue to , .disguise the class struggle in "national" fonns for fear that the
masses ncan't understand" class oppression {when their tuition jumps $100 each
year!) is to have contempt for both theory and the masses, especially those of
working class and lower petty bourgeois origin upon which we should be basing ot.n'
movement. It is bowing to the most backward ideas among the masses.
In this light we must repudiate line B and uphold line A. In particular,
we
should continue to fight for the renaming of the hall through the CRPHto expose
racism as a todl of the capitalists.
We should also strive to unite with others
to build a movement against tuition, budget cuts, tracking and similar reflections
of the function of the educational system of perpetuating both national and class
oppression and dividing the unity of the people in fighting these evils and the

system which causes them.

